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Introduction {#s1}
============

Image-guided tumor ablation in the liver has become an accepted high-end technical approach in multimodal cancer therapy [@pone.0109217-Gillams1]--[@pone.0109217-Nour1]. As a mainly palliative procedure with a perceived curative potential it benefited from latest technical developments, such as MR guidance and impartial MR thermometry for thermal ablation procedures [@pone.0109217-deSenneville1]--[@pone.0109217-Vogl1]. Meeting the requirements of modern oncology concepts, while still facing a diverse technical pattern, demands specially trained personnel [@pone.0109217-Crocetti1]. Oncologic quality measures under these circumstances are therefore still highly dependent on the interventionalist\'s experience. At the same time MR-guided tumor ablation is a labor-intensive and time-consuming procedure, which is especially relevant when it comes to profitable practice in outpatient centers. With respect to both criteria, profitability and quality, a great demand for standardization on the one hand and simplification on the other hand has been noticed not only in the community of interventional radiologists [@pone.0109217-Goldberg1]. Standardization and simplification both also promote procedure automating needs currently addressed by the healthcare industry.

Laser-induced thermal ablation in combination with MR guidance is recognized as the most efficient technical setting for online therapy monitoring within the hepatic target zone [@pone.0109217-Vogl1], [@pone.0109217-Rosenberg1], [@pone.0109217-Stafford1]. High-resolution thermometry of fiber and target tumor, as well as fiber placement in the liver benefit from MR-specific imaging qualities. MRI performance is superior to CT in displaying non-enhanced focal lesions [@pone.0109217-Kuhn1], which is important, as the procedure -- just as any other image-guided liver intervention -- is lasting too long to maintain a solitary extracellular intravenous (i.v.) contrasting of the target lesion. Catheter placement in general benefits from multiplane reconstructive imaging [@pone.0109217-Puls2]. The importance of modern liver-specific intracellular contrast media, such as Gd-EOB-DTPA, is widely respected and has made MRI the imaging gold standard in staging focal hepatic disease [@pone.0109217-BaSsalamah1]--[@pone.0109217-Seale1]. With a broader availability, these contrast agents qualify for periinterventional liver imaging, especially in metastatic disease. Gadolinium-based lasting signal enhancement in hepatic tissue at late-phase is a substance- and MR-specific property [@pone.0109217-Seale1]. With a given metallic catheter mandrin and a non-enhancing target tumor contrast-induced elevation of the parenchymal signal is anticipated to promote the feasibility of catheter placement. Single reports describe beneficiary effects when using intracellular contrast media in guided interventions [@pone.0109217-Bathe1], [@pone.0109217-Fischbach1]. So far, nobody has ever quantified these promotive effects, nor tested their reliability.

The aim of this study was to retrospectively quantify time-dependent contrasting effects between catheter mandrin and liver parenchyma on the one hand and between target lesion and surrounding liver parenchyma on the other hand when using intracellular contrast imaging to support hepatic catheter placement in laser ablation procedures. It also intended to rule out contrast-induced disturbing side effects on the performance of online MR thermometry during the ablation procedure.

Materials and Methods {#s2}
=====================

Study design and patient population {#s2a}
-----------------------------------

49 MR-guided ablation procedures in 26 patients were chronologically chosen from the population of an ongoing surveillance study. The study protocol, entitled "Use of GD-EOB-DTPA in MR-guided thermal ablation of liver tumors", was approved by the institutional ethics committee (registration number BB 93/08a, Ethics Committee of the Ernst Moritz Arndt University Greifswald). Written informed consent was obtained from all patients at least 1 day prior to treatment. Within the 49 procedures 19 were pre-existent unenhanced image-guided interventions and served as a control group (G2). The other 30 procedures comprised i.v. bolus application of Gd-EOB-DTPA (G1) before catheter placement.

Patients (18 male and 8 female, median age 62 years, range 37--83 years) were regularly admitted for MR-guided laser ablations. 17 patients were treated in 1 session, 9 patients (7 male and 2 female) received more than one treatment session (two to seven per patient, median 3). 49 tumor treatments targeted 45 tumors: hepatocellular carcinomas in 6 cases, carcinoma metastases of colorectal (n = 27), breast (n = 3), endometrial (n = 3), neuroendocrine (n = 2), pancreatic (n = 1), squamous cell (n = 1), cholangiocellular (n = 1) origin and malignant melanoma metastasis in one case. Out of 45 tumors and based on the largest tumor diameter we treated 32 small (≤3 cm, Ø 1.74 cm; SD 0.60) and 13 intermediate tumors (3--5 cm; Ø 3.75 cm; SD 0.53). In 4 cases larger tumors with a diameter\>5 cm (Ø 6.31 cm; SD 1.66) were treated with cytoreductive intent.

MR-guided laser ablation {#s2b}
------------------------

### Contrast agent {#s2b1}

Gadoxetic acid (Gd-EOB-DTPA; Bayer Healthcare, Berlin, Germany) is a bimodal MR-suitable contrast agent that combines the benefits of non-specific extracellular and liver cell-specific agents in one [@pone.0109217-VanderElst1]. The T~1~-relaxivity measured in water is 4.2 mmol^−1^s^−1^ at 1.5 T and increases in human blood to 7.3 mmol^−1^s^−1^ at 37°C. Even though administered in smaller dosages compared to similar extracellular derivatives (0.1 vs. 0.025 mmol/kg) the substance is characterized by an early unspecific dynamic vascular allocation followed by rapid, sufficient liver enhancement because of specific liver cell uptake. As a linear ionic gadolinium chelate it offers a high thermodynamic stability (23.5 log K~therm~ pH 14 or 18.7 log K~cond~ pH 7.4, respectively) [@pone.0109217-VanderElst1], [@pone.0109217-Sieber1].

### Therapeutic procecure {#s2b2}

Procedures were identical in both groups. They were fully performed in the MRI suite using a closed 1.5 T MR scanner with flexible spine/body array coils and in-room console (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) according to an established protocol [@pone.0109217-Rosenberg1], [@pone.0109217-Puls2]. The same experienced (7 years) interventional radiologist performed all 49 interventions.

Breath-hold T1-weighted GRE FLASH 3D sequences (FOV 300; TR 4.8; TE 2.2; SD 3 mm; FA 10°) were used to guide applicator placements (average 2 applicators per target, range 1--4). A total of 99 applicators were placed in 49 procedures. Gadoxetic acid was applied (i.v. bolus injection of 0.025 mmol/kg body weight prior to the intervention) in 30 cases to promote placement of 67 applicators. The laser applicator system (RoweMed, Parchim, Germany) consisted of a titanium needle with tetragonally sharpened tip (diameter 1.5 mm) and was surrounded by a heat-resistant teflon catheter (outer diameter 1.8 mm or 5.5 F). System lengths varied between 12 and 18 cm. Being properly positioned, the titanium needle was removed and replaced by a flexible laser fiber consisting of silica with a diameter of 1.1 mm and a diffusor tip of 30 mm length. An Nd:YAG laser generator (neodymium yttrium aluminum garnet laser; Dornier, Germering, Germany) operating at a wavelength of 1.064 nm and a 50-ml syringe pump (IVAC Medizintechnik GmbH Giessen, Germany) for cooling were placed outside the MRI suite.

### T1 magnitude thermal monitoring {#s2b3}

Heat distribution was visualized through repetitive acquisition of T1 FLASH 2D sequences (TE 4.8 ms, TR 100 ms, BW 260 Hz/pixel, flip angle 70°, slice thickness 5 mm, fat saturation). Ten to fifteen axial slices per acquisition were sufficient to cover the target region. A rise in tissue temperature increased the T1 relaxation time, resulting in a lower T1 signal [@pone.0109217-Parker1]. Derived from earlier practice the margin of the signal loss qualitatively determined lethal impact and anticipated tissue necrosis [@pone.0109217-Rosenberg1].

Image Analysis {#s2c}
--------------

For image analysis, a workstation (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) was used. Elliptic regions of interest (ROI) to measure signal intensity (SI) were manually placed in areas representing liver parenchyma, tumor tissue, metallic mandrin and thermal impact zone. Additional ROI placement was performed within background air outside the patient body for each slice to measure corresponding noise. Double measurements were averaged per slice and tissue quality. During catheter placement eight time-scattered random sequences were analyzed. ROI sizes depended on the availability of homogeneous tissue signal within a plane and varied between 1.1 cm^2^ in the liver (range 0.34--2.75; SD 0.3), 0.23 cm^2^ within tumor tissue (range 0.03--0.72; SD 0.17), 0.09 cm^2^ for applicator mandrins (range 0.02--0.19; SD 0.04) and 9.87 cm^2^ for noise determination (range 3.85--14.31; SD 1.69). Within the therapy phase at least 4 time points were chosen for ROI placement (liver 1.05 cm^2^ (range 0.4--2.43; SD 0.4), ablation zone 0.38 cm^2^ (range 0.06--0.74; SD 0.18) and noise 7.57 cm^2^ (range 3.68--12.39; SD 0.87)). ROI settings were copied from one to another slice within an individual therapy session but needed adjustment in selective cases to avoid inclusion of unappreciated anatomic structures or thermal impact.

Statistical and graphical analysis {#s2d}
----------------------------------

A total of 49 treatment sessions were analyzed retrospectively. Group 1 comprised signal measurements both during catheter placement and therapy phases in 30 procedures. Group 2 instead, due to retrospective image data availability, had to be divided into 15 out of 19 cases, which were found sufficient to evaluate the catheter placement phase and 6 out of 19 cases, which were elective for evaluation of the therapy phase. Consecutively, 2 out of 19 unenhanced procedures were eligible for both evaluation parts.

SPSS for windows (version 18.0; SPSS, Chicago, USA) and DIAdem (version 10.1 DIAdem; National Instruments, Austin, USA) were used for statistical and graphical evaluation. Arithmetic means of double measurements were calculated and used for further processing to define SNR and CNR. SNR (*SI~structure~/SD~noise~)* was calculated for liver parenchyma, target tumor and metallic mandrin of the applicator during catheter placement phase and for liver parenchyma and thermal impact zone only within the therapy phase. CNR (*SI~structure1~ -- SI~structure2~/SD~noise~*) were calculated to evaluate the liver-to-lesion, liver-to-applicator, applicator-to-lesion and liver-to-ablation zone contrasts. Standard deviation and mean values were calculated in all settings. Time points of sequential imaging, both for catheter placement and therapy monitoring phase, were assigned to 5-minute intervals each. The graphical work-up over time shows delta values to achieve intraindividual comparability. Curves are shown as a compensating 4^th^ grade polynomial function due to small case numbers in the therapy phase for group 2 or as 5^th^ grade polynomial functions for all other cases [@pone.0109217-Fahrmeir1], [@pone.0109217-Wolf1]. Differences of resulting numerical series were tested for statistical significance between the two main groups, contrast versus non-contrast, on the one hand and enhancing versus non-enhancing tumors on the other hand. Using the Wilcoxon test, the 95% confidence level was set to 0.05 to indicate statistically significant differences.

Results {#s3}
=======

Contrast-induced tissue signal alteration in the target organ {#s3a}
-------------------------------------------------------------

### Liver {#s3a1}

After i.v. bolus injection of gadoxetic acid the liver parenchyma showed a significant homogeneous increase (SNR) in signal intensity on T1-weighted images during catheter placement phase (p = 0.002). (see [fig. 1](#pone-0109217-g001){ref-type="fig"}) Signal alteration increased gradually from pre-contrast images to maximum values after median 17.5 minutes (range 5--60 min, 50% after median 3.3 min), after 16 minutes according to the polynomial graph. Signal intensity approximated a steady state and remained constantly high for the rest of the catheter placement phase (monitoring up to 60 min).

![Comparative signal alteration for liver parenchyma and target tumors in group 1 (Gd-EOB-DTPA) and group 2 (non-contrast).\
Signal-to-noise ratios (SNR, delta values) are displayed as a function of time after bolus injection of Gd-EOB-DTPA (0.025 mmol/Kg i.v.) in group 1 and start time in group 2. Standardized curves are compensating 5^th^ grade polynomial functions. A rapid contrast uptake in group 1 (G1) leads to an enduring signal elevation in liver parenchyma (P) during catheter placement phase (--▪--). Values in group 2 (G2) are oscillating around zero as non-contrast signals are not significantly altered (--•--). Contrast-induced tumor (T) signal increase appears in the early extracellular phase (\<10 minutes), while the curve (--□--) is approximating zero and non-contrast values (--○--) thereafter. As a consequence the graph displays a favorable gap between P^G1^ and T^G1^ on the one hand and P^G1^ and both P^G2^ + T^G2^ on the other hand.](pone.0109217.g001){#pone-0109217-g001}

### Target tumor {#s3a2}

Three of four hepatocellular carcinomas (all three from one individual who was treated in three sessions) in the contrast-enhanced group (G1) did not show any contrast enhancement at all after bolus application of Gd-EOB-DTPA. All other target tumors, comprising metastases of colorectal, pancreatic, breast and squamous cell carcinomas as well as one metastatic choroid melanoma, revealed contrast uptake in the early vascular phase after intravenous injection. Early phase SNR peaks were seen within the first 5 minutes after application for the majority of tumors (64%), between 5 and 10 minutes post injectionem (p.i.) in most of the other cases (total range 5--60 min, median 5 min, polynomial graph 7 min). Focal enhancement ranged between 7% and 170% (median 30%) for maximum peak, with the singular enhancing HCC representing the highest peak. Inhomogeneous intralesional contrast enhancement in the early phase was followed by a subsequent and constant decrease of signal intensity or SNR, as depicted by the compensating polynomial curve (see [fig. 1](#pone-0109217-g001){ref-type="fig"}). All individual SNR curves homogenously approximated a steady state with stable progression between 20 and 25 minutes after administration of gadoxetic acid. Relative SNR levels ranged between 0% and 25% of the pre-contrast amount still at 40 minutes p.i. (p = 0.017).

Contrast-induced periprocedural imaging effects {#s3b}
-----------------------------------------------

### Liver-to-tumor contrast {#s3b1}

In monitoring gadolinium-induced contrasting effects between liver and target tumor in the early vascular phase, enhancing and non-enhancing tumors had to be distinguished, because their different properties resulted in opposite CNR curve progression within the first ten minutes after contrast administration (see [fig. 2](#pone-0109217-g002){ref-type="fig"}). A lack of tumor enhancement resulted in an early rapid increase of exclusively positive CNR values, representing a constant high-low signal contrast between liver and target tumor (see [fig. 3](#pone-0109217-g003){ref-type="fig"}). Maxima were reached at about 17 minutes after contrast application (50% after 8 min, both according to the polynomial graph, calculated: median 37.5 min and 12.2 min, respectively). Instead, in cases showing initial target tumor enhancement, CNR curve progression revealed negative values in the beginning with maxima between 1 and 5 minutes p.i., representing a low-high signal contrast between liver and target tumor. Passing an equilibrium phase the CNR curve progression changed to positive values between 12^th^ and 18^th^ minute p.i. reaching maxima after 20 to 30 minutes (see [fig. 2](#pone-0109217-g002){ref-type="fig"}). All CNR curves in common, enhancing and non-enhancing tumors of group one, revealed transition into near steady states with CNR values being inter-individually leveled. In the non-enhanced group SNR curves (delta values) for liver and tumor tissue were not significantly different over time, and therefore were not resulting in a beneficial tissue imaging contrast (CNR approximately +/−0). (see [fig. 2](#pone-0109217-g002){ref-type="fig"}) Differences in CNR levels were significant (p = 0.020) when being compared with unenhanced group two.

![Liver-to-tumor contrast in dependence of Gd-EOB-DTPA application on the one hand and absence or presence of early phase tumor enhancement on the other hand.\
Contrast-to-noise ratios (CNR, delta values) are displayed in the same manor as SNR curves in [figure 1](#pone-0109217-g001){ref-type="fig"}. While sharing the favorable increase in contrast between parenchyma (P) and target tumor (T) at late phase, enhancing (Tpos) and non-enhancing (Tneg) tumors in group 1 (G1) show different curve progressions in the early phase after bolus contrast. Reversion from negative to positive delta CNR values (--♦--) and traversing an early equilibrium is characteristic for enhancing tumors (Tpos^G1^) in the given setting.](pone.0109217.g002){#pone-0109217-g002}

![Liver-to-tumor contrast promotes planning and placement of applicators.\
Dynamic imaging (breath-hold T1-weighted GRE FLASH 3D sequences) of both non-enhancing Tneg^G1^ (A) and enhancing Tpos^G1^ (B) during planning and catheter placement phase in two different cases. Column A shows a sustainable high-low contrast between liver parenchyma and target tumor (arrow), whereas column B shows a transient low-high contrast between parenchyma and tumor (arrow). Advantageous target outlining at late phase initiates catheter (arrow heads) approach in both cases.](pone.0109217.g003){#pone-0109217-g003}

### Liver-to-applicator contrast {#s3b2}

In group one, CNR values, representing a delta in signal intensity between treated liver and introduced applicator (including titanium mandrin during catheter placement phase), gradually increased from pre-contrast images to highest levels at 13.5 minutes after Gd-EOB-DTPA administration, half the way at 3.1 minutes (calculated: 100% at median 30 min, 50% at median 3.2 min). (see [fig. 4](#pone-0109217-g004){ref-type="fig"}) It outlasted the remaining catheter placement phase (see [fig. 5](#pone-0109217-g005){ref-type="fig"}). The elevating effect on tissue signal contrast in the enhanced group one was highly significant (p = 0.002) when being compared with the unenhanced group two.

![Tissue-to-instrument contrast alteration in dependence of Gd-EOB-DTPA application.\
The graph shows a superior potency of cellular Gd-EOB-DTPA uptake to silhouette a metallic applicator (A) against a parenchymal (P) background (--▪--), as compared with non-contrast image guiding (--•--) in group 2 (G2).](pone.0109217.g004){#pone-0109217-g004}

![Liver-to-instrument contrast visualizes the procedure.\
Dynamic imaging (breath-hold T1-weighted GRE FLASH 3D sequences) confirms the advantageous properties of late phase Gd-EOB-DTPA uptake showing cases of non-contrast (group 2, A-D) and contrast-enhanced guidance (group 1, E-H). Four different cases each, demonstrate multiple applicator (arrow heads) placement approaching different target tumors (arrows). Image G shows a fluid collection (▪) consistent with protective saline injection towards the stomach and prior to the ablation.](pone.0109217.g005){#pone-0109217-g005}

### Tumor-to-applicator contrast {#s3b3}

Not unexpected, without supplying intravenous Gd-EOB-DTPA in control group two, the existing signal contrast between target tumor and applicator was not altered over time during the procedure. The same phenomenon could be found for non-enhancing tumors of group one (i.v. contrast). With a constantly low signal in the metal applicator (when being positioned), early uptake (SNR) in all other target tumors lead to an instant increase of CNR values showing maxima at 7.6 minutes, as depicted by the compensating polynomial curve (median 5 min, range 5--50 min). Thereafter a sufficient washout decreased CNR curve progression to merge into a near steady state during 25^th^ and 27^th^ minute p.i. Even at 40 minutes p.i. CNR values were still about 30% higher than at starting time of the procedure (p = 0.008).

Contrast influence on therapy monitoring {#s3c}
----------------------------------------

### Liver {#s3c1}

Being differentiated from the catheter placement phase, the therapy phase started with switching-on laser power and lasted standard 20 minutes. As being presented in the above text SNR and CNR curves were in a steady state at that stadium of the procedure. SNR values remained stable throughout the therapy phase. Also, there was no significant difference in signal alteration (ΔSNR) comparing group one and group two at 5, 10, 15 and 20 minutes after starting the laser ablation (p~5~ = 0.068; p~10~ = 0.715; p~15~ = 0.173; p~20~ = 0.593).

### Target zone {#s3c2}

Temperature-sensitive T1-weighted imaging revealed an almost linear signal decrease with rising temperature in the ablation zone (p~5~ = 0.068; p~10~ = 1.000; p~15~ = 0.753; p~20~ = 0.109). (see [figs. 6](#pone-0109217-g006){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#pone-0109217-g007){ref-type="fig"}) CNR concordantly increased with duration of therapy and rising temperature in the target zone but did not significantly differ between both groups one and two (p~5~ = 0.144; p~10~ = 0.465; p~15~ = 0.463; p~20~ = 0.593)

![Comparative signal and contrast alterations for liver parenchyma and thermal impact zone in group 1 (Gd-EOB-DTPA) and group 2 (non-contrast) during therapy phase.\
Ratios (SNR+CNR, delta values) are displayed as a function of time after technically starting an ablation cycle in group 1 (Gd-EOB-DTPA) and group 2 (non-contrast). Standardized curves are compensating 4^th^ grade polynomial functions. Graphs show homogeneous decrease of SNR values within the thermal impact or ablation zones (AZ), consistent with temperature-induced T1 signal drop, in both groups 1+2 (G1, G2). At the same time CNR values (parenchyma P vs. AZ) increase for both groups in a parallel manor. It seams, thermometry monitoring is not influenced by Gd-EOB-DTPA application.](pone.0109217.g006){#pone-0109217-g006}

![MR thermometry at late phase contrast-enhanced imaging.\
Thermometric MR imaging (T1 FLASH 2D) delineates the development of a T1-hypointense zone of thermal impact (arrowheads show boundaries) encountering a 2 cm hepatic metastasis (double-headed arrow). Notice that metallic applicator mandrins have been replaced by non-visible laser fibers.](pone.0109217.g007){#pone-0109217-g007}

Discussion {#s4}
==========

Intravenous employment of Gd-EOB-DTPA for periinterventional contrast enhancement in MR-guided diagnostic liver interventions has been reported in the literature [@pone.0109217-Bathe1], [@pone.0109217-Fischbach1]. Fischbach et al. were able to show that a T1-weighted spoiled gradient echo sequence (T1FFE) is suitable and non-inferior to another diagnostic GRE sequence for Gd-EOB-DTPA-enhanced real-time guidance in their setting for diagnostic liver biopsy, focusing on instrument guidance in a 1.0 T open MR scanner [@pone.0109217-Fischbach1]. Our study instead comprises a high-field closed bore setting at 1.5 T utilizing repetitive acquisition of fast GRE sequences for applicator guidance. The procedural setting is primarily determined by the need of high spatial resolution, for the intended laser ablation is being controlled through real-time MR thermometry within the target zone. We are aware of a case report emphasizing promotive effects of additional Gd-EOB-DTPA when performing MR-guided RFA, but the report lacks any systematic work-up [@pone.0109217-Bathe1]. Even though the beneficial nature of "whitening" the liver for about an hour seams obvious when performing MR-guided interventions, which are based on metallic instruments targeting "blackened" focal liver lesions, circumstances have rarely been proven in reliable tests. Particularly when performing therapeutic laser ablation with modality-specific parallel placement of multiple applicators per procedure, beneficial effects are equally expected to multiply. Inter-individual differences in responding the promotive measure are widely unknown. First of all our results confirm the appropriateness of fast T1-weighted FLASH 3D GRE sequences to both utilize contrast-induced imaging effects and being sufficient to display the instrument during placement period in a 3D-reconstructive manor. Inter-object signal modifications within the target organ liver were diverse and are discussed in the following sections.

Contrast-induced tissue signal alteration in the target organ {#s4a}
-------------------------------------------------------------

As expected from daily diagnostic practice and as known from the literature [@pone.0109217-Seale1] bolus application of gadoxetic acid in the given manor was sufficient to homogeneously increase signal intensity in healthy liver parenchyma, also in our study setting. Signal elevation was statistically significant and reliably lasted for the whole procedure monitoring up to 60 minutes. Signal changes started with a rapid increase reaching maximum values after 10--15 minutes, before entering a plateau-like progression within the residual catheter placement phase (see [fig. 1](#pone-0109217-g001){ref-type="fig"}). These findings correlate with results from previous international studies to which the Munich study group on Gd-EOB-DTPA contributed most [@pone.0109217-Hamm1], [@pone.0109217-Raman1], [@pone.0109217-Filippone1]--[@pone.0109217-Reimer1]. Reported signal peaks vary between 10 and 20 minutes after administration of the contrast agent, representing the cellular uptake phase. Differences in the timeline may be partially due to the study design using 5-minute corridors to monitor signal alteration. A finer temporal granulation of surveillance was not seen necessary according to the sequential nature of the applicator placement process.

The targeted tumors within the livers represented the second focus of surveillance. Appropriate dynamic contrast media imaging in terms of diagnostic early phase work-up was not part of the study design. Even though, post-contrast image acquisition started at different time points within the period of one minute after injection and therefore also monitored the early vascular phase of intravenous Gd-EOB-DTPA. Contrast behavior in all focal metastatic or neoplastic liver lesions was concordant with the literature [@pone.0109217-Raman1], [@pone.0109217-Halavaara1], [@pone.0109217-Lencioni2]. One case of focal secondary HCC presented the highest peak of early arterial phase enhancement doubling the initial signal intensity, highly consistent with its hypervascular properties. Secondary HCC in a different individual, at the same time, showed no contrast enhancement at all after i.v. bolus. Histologic proof in this case had not been found critical, as tumors were adequately diagnosed recurrent disease. In consequence, histologic work-up could not reveal a possible regressive nature of the target tumor. All other hepatic tumors were metastases of different alien origin. Early vascular uptake in these tumors was present and peaked within the first 5 minutes for the vast majority of cases. At 25 minutes for the latest, SNR values for all target tumors, HCC and metastases, had entered an attenuation steady state, consistent with dedifferentiated or non-hepatic tissue.

Ensuing contrast-induced periprocedural imaging effects {#s4b}
-------------------------------------------------------

With both a contrast-induced lasting signal increase in the liver parenchyma and an attenuation steady state in targeted tumors during late phase, calculation of the actual contrasting effect (CNR) between tissues and/or instrumentation was a major interest of the study. Evaluation results strongly support the hypothesis of a promotive effect for Gd-EOB-DTPA when it comes to periinterventional delineation and differentiation of the three corresponding imaging targets -- applicator, tumor and liver parenchyma.

Monitoring CNR (representing the delta in signal intensity) for target tumors which did not take up gadoxetic acid at any time, revealed an immediate and exclusively positive curve progression, representing an all-time high-low contrast between liver and tumor, with maximum contrast values at 12 to 18 minutes after administration of Gd-EOB-DTPA. CNR changes were highly significant. When monitoring all other tumors, early enhancing exceeded that of liver parenchyma and led to a negative curve progression with maximum CNR values below zero after almost 5 minutes, representing a transient low-high contrast between liver and tumor. Trespassing an equilibrium phase CNR curves turned positive after an average ¼ of an hour and progressed to maximum contrast values at less than ½ an hour. Reimer et al. [@pone.0109217-Reimer2] presented a similar biphasic curve progression for enhancing target tumors but found corresponding peak negative contrast after less than two minutes, followed by a phase of positive contrast beginning as early as three minutes after i.v. injection of gadoxetic acid. Findings for late phase contrasting maxima in our study are scattered around an average 20 minutes known from the literature [@pone.0109217-Frericks1], [@pone.0109217-Reimer2]. Diagnostically advantageous delineation of even smallest focal liver malignancies, that made contrast-enhanced MRI today\'s gold standard in imaging focal liver lesions [@pone.0109217-Schmiegel1], offers the same beneficial properties when it comes to MR-guided invasive instrumentation that is targeting those focal malignancies. More than that, abiding the cell-specific late phase in this case is not a necessary evil to gain diagnostic information but, instead, most favorable to support the intervention lasting between 10 and 60 minutes. Converse contrast behavior within the first 5 minutes after medication, as shown by a number of targeted tumors, is neglectable in the given setting, where most of the guiding process is performed after this period, especially when using multiple applicators.

Fischbach et al. [@pone.0109217-Fischbach1] reported an improved tracking of their titanium needle from 20 to 40 minutes after application of gadoxetic acid, when performing open bore MR-guided punch biopsy in the liver. Our findings show promotive contrasting maxima, representing a high-low liver-to-applicator contrast, less than 15 minutes after administration of gadoxetic acid and not fading until catheter placement was finished (up to 60 minutes). Even contrasting effects between applicator and punctured tumor were significantly superior to those of the non-enhanced control group. This correlated with maintained residual elevation of signal intensity in target tumor tissue even after more than 40 minutes. After all, monitoring and quantifying of inter-tissue contrasting effects over time in the given study revealed significant improvement for the contrast-enhanced group at three tracking points -- the target tumor being silhouetted against the liver, the manually advanced applicator being silhouetted against the liver and the applicator being silhouetted against the speared tumor. Every one of the three tracking elements on its own is beneficial to the visualization process at the human-screen interface and therefore critical for an efficient workflow in the given medical task. In addition, the convenient time course of the medication-induced promotive impact has been proven suitable for percutaneous MR-guided tumor targeting, in particular when performing a sequential multi-needle procedure.

Contrast influence on therapy monitoring {#s4c}
----------------------------------------

Results of this study showed that the use of gadoxetic acid does not interfere with T1 thermometric imaging, which is used to monitor the thermal ablation procedure [@pone.0109217-Puls1]. The therapy monitoring phase is differentiated from the catheter placement phase. At this time the metallic applicator has been replaced by a flexible laser fiber, which per se is not visible on the MR images. Besides exclusion of unintended side effects, such as bleeding, online therapy monitoring utilizes temperature mapping to judge on sufficient therapy impact on the one hand and to avoid harming temperature-sensitive neighboring structures on the other hand [@pone.0109217-Rieke1], [@pone.0109217-Vogl2]. T1-based MRI thermometry for extrinsic oncologic therapy control represents a high-end imaging protocol for thermal tumor ablation [@pone.0109217-Kickhefel1], [@pone.0109217-Rieke1]. It relies on high-resolution imaging in the target zone and therefore is a major criterion to perform in a high-field closed bore system. Consistent with earlier studies [@pone.0109217-Puls1], [@pone.0109217-Meister1] we found a continuing, almost linear decrease in T~1~-weighted signal within the target zone and growing from the active tip of the laser fiber. Signal drop and zone growing both are saturable, finalizing in an asymptotic approximation to minimum or maximum values, usually explained with limited penetration depth and heat-induced tissue alteration [@pone.0109217-Rieke1]. The liver-to-impact contrast analogously increased for at least 15 of 20 minutes total ablation time. These results were identical in both groups, being monitored, with comparative analysis not showing any statistic significance.

In conclusion results strongly support the anticipated promotive effect of Gd-EOB-DTPA for MR-guided percutaneous liver interventions by quantifying the delineating effects for therapy-relevant elements in the procedure. Even though interindividual differences could be measured for timing and degree of the promotive effects in a small patient cohort, study results impressively verify prevailing visual advantages through the use of Gd-EOB-DTPA, without respect to tumor entity or undefined individual metabolic factors. As a preliminary measure and based on the results of this study the reporting group performs MR-guided liver interventions only after Gd-EOB-DTPA enhancement, if not contraindicated. Time benefit, cost effectiveness and oncologic outcome of the described beneficiary effects will have to be part of further investigations.
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